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In my sister’s current job, she pours her 
love down the drain. She asks questions, is told 
lies, smiles back. She regularly distributes 
to the unappreciative who just 
expect, kinder than I who think at least 
thank you is due. In foreign countries, she 
buys cans of tuna to feed the stray cats, 
though the women bang their pot lids at her. 
She waves to them, smiles even in her sleep, 
never learned to cook, lost her hair in 
menopause, uses a cane for mushroom 
hunting even when on wet days the tip 
sinks in with the weight of her limp till she’s 
bound to fall on the soft ground, lying in 
wet leaves and giggling like a girl. We had 
the same parents, but she favors neither, 
someone’s crazy aunt, the one that’s really 
adopted. Hand me a jar of that stuff 
you’re always eating, I say, which she does, 
right away. To me it tastes bad. She wolfs.

 
Sandra Kolankiewicz is the author of Even the Cracks, 

Turning Inside Out, Lost in Transitions, 
and The Way You Will Go.
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sandra kolankiewicz
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Molly McNeely is a photographer, poet and visual artist 
who likes sad songs and happy movies and is terminally 
online at mollylauramcneely.com

http://mollylauramcneely.com/
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     I’m sitting on an abandoned 

play structure in Oxnard. 

Nothing is difficult when we are 

together, so here, things look 

strange. We haven’t been like 

this in a while. I’m obsessed with 

taking pictures on disposable 

film. You’ve got a new cell 

phone. There’s a car in the 

parking lot, fifteen feet from me, 

but I’m not expecting trouble 

because that isn’t you, Oxnard, 

is it? The view from here is 

astounding. I’ve got chills. The 

Ventura city lights on the 

mountain are pretty gorgeous 

now that I look at them.

     I swear I’m with you though, 

Oxnard, my vantage point, 

growing up, falling down, 

metaphor. It has been difficult 

getting by without your 

emptiness to companion me. 

This is the set for enough horror 

movies, me and the car and the 

undeveloped camera to protect 
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me, so I face the parking lot, never 

avoiding the fact that I could be 

killed if someone tried. I’m hoping 

the New Year will be kind enough 

for me to survive it, but then 

again, I haven’t been sleeping, so 

how good has it been really? You 

tell me I look for omens far too 

often, and I do. 

     The car has a headlight out, and 

I’m raising my eyes to check on it 

every few seconds while listening 

to the same song again about a 

river I’ve never seen. No US state 

looks the same as the next of 

them. Would someone know to 

look for me if I left right now for 

Alabama, told no one, just caught 

a Greyhound with the 200 dollars 

I’ve got and no phone charger? 

There’s a couple, emerging from 

the car watching me, who’s had 

some deep conversation. 

Obviously, it’s not the first 

because during that, their right 

headlight went out.

     My coffee's getting colder, and 

my dad only eats meat and 

blueberries these days. Oxnard. 

Sour blueberries, a taste like the 

lake water from the little pond in 

the house where I grew up 

second. I’m getting better at 

fueling my body, not good 

enough, but this city-town is 

beautiful, beautiful and 

distracting. I’m trying to be more 

in the where that I am in. No one 

knows truly how much I love 

being in associated place, my body 

in my body in my shoes. 

     Anyway, Ventura is beautiful, 

and Oxnard is probably much 

more than a metaphor if I ever 

took the time to know it correctly 

or learn to drive. The drought- 

resistant trees are still green 

despite the desert, and I find 

myself surprised that so many 

people own raincoats here. It is 

uncharacteristically cold for the 

season. 

     My hands are freezing. The 

people in the car have climbed 

together into the backseat. I just 

felt a patch of warm in the air, 
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drifting through me, but I’m not 

sure where it’s come from. 

They’re having sex, that couple 

in their car with the missing 

headlight. I know what car sex 

looks like. The last time someone 

fucked me in a car, she parked 

outside the fire-station-turned- 

speakeasy across two streets 

from my too-crowded, wealth- 

infested college dorm, and I 

fingered her below me until 3 in 

the morning. I’m nearly positive 

she faked it. She must’ve been at 

least a foot too tall for the 

backseat. Then, when we found 

ourselves watching Rent in her 

New Jersey basement bedroom 

weeks later, she didn’t want it 

anymore. Oxnard, the queers 

have a problem accepting lovers 

when they’re easy, when you’re 

not ducking down below the 

cop-lit windows, pressed 

together, cheeks and sweat, 

blending into each other like 

this, this, this is what our elders 

fought for, our bad behavior and 
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worse sex in the back of a car and 

then our silence when we finally 

find ourselves alone, in bed 

together with a safely locked door.

     I’ve lost the story here. I tend to 

when sex is involved. There aren’t 

swings on this playset, which 

child-me would’ve thought 

stupid. I write with a wrecking ball 

and a wide lens nowadays, in 

three different notebooks for two 

stupid hours because I can’t say 

what I mean. I write the way my 

elders taught me, deathful 

without absence, opening beyond 

and beyond still, a wit that 

crackles into the Pacific. 

     The car is pulling away now, 

rocking up and over the speed 

bump, and I am wishing I gave a 

little witnessing wave for the sake 

of good neighborship, a proof that 

sex doesn’t just tumble off into 

the abyss once you’ve finished 

him off. The writer keeps the 

score. My bluntness is no mistake. 

It’s been bred into me like a 

racehorse who’s always willing to 



say a bit more than that which

should be properly allowed.   

     Attention is difficult for me

because I see well and without a

quiet enough place to pick the

important things and live with

them. I miss my own warm body

next to yours, you who holds my

hips gentle like the violin bows

they’ve become. The drought-

resistant tree next to me looks

like an angel if I glance up too

quickly. The car is gone, thank

god, because a mother and a son

have just walked by me, and I

already didn’t know what to say

to them.
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Lillian G Lippold (they/them) is an interdisciplinary 

writer obsessed with Place and queer utopia. 
Minnesota-born and SoCal grown, they've been 

published in many university pubs and other mags. 
They definitely love you, too.
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Artisan Crafted Creator J'Atelier9 translates worldwide 

interconnectedness by highlighting society’s sensationalism 
of media, global discourse, complex facets of duplicity. She 
dissects aspects of societal conditioning and programming 

within the matrix, creating wondrous reflection.
 

IG: @jatelier9  Web: https://altamira.art/users/jatelier9
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Anna’s poems were featured in Louisville Review, 

BlazeVOX, The Racket, New Contrast, Zoetic Press, 
and Shoreline of Infinity among others.

 

The saber is melting in spite of January with raindrops over the grass. 
A solid horizon hung like a fish, driving me crazy. 
Cold in December, dry up, but flared up with the fire of love, 
dancing bud catches the rain and knows that there is no death. 
It melts with moisture on the tongue and the gums are his bed. 
Probably there is no beach, probably there is only one blizzard in my head. 
Probably it’s time for me to sleep, but whispers that there is no death, 
still sings the words again, wiping his nose first: 
Everything you do, makes me crazy ’bout you. 
Nothing that tenderness hangs, I’m only here until seven. 
Everything you do, makes me crazy ‘bout you. 
I am a molten sapphire, a souvenir not found.

horizon 
saber
anna idelevich
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the howler project is a CREATIVE COLLECTIVE 
and outreach organization, making space for 
human connection through STORYTELLING.

THEHOWLERPROJECT.ORG

https://twitter.com/HowlerOrg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmWuNaBhwwTPTMO0pEVTWLA/featured
https://www.instagram.com/HowlerOrg/
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6yr1gfaRjHapMmuHZB8cMu
https://www.thehowlerproject.org/

